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Abstract: Nowadays Internet of Things (IoT) is emerging and
effective technology along with Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
in a few constant applications in which the human intervention
significantly reduced along with better human life. In IoT enabled
WSNs, the sensor nodes used to assemble the fragile data and
communicate towards the sink hub and actuators for automotive
remote monitoring process. However as the WSNs operating at
free frequency band, it is powerless against different attacks at
various layers of WSNs protocol stack in which attackers may try
to hack and compromise the user’s personal information. There
are different types of attacks in WSNs and several research works
conducted to protect from these attacks in WSNs. Majority of
security methods proposed are based layered technique. However,
the layer approach is not enough to protect the WSNs effectively
as the many attackers used the cross-layer information to perform
the attacks. This paper presents the study over the layered security
solutions and their research problems at first to justify the
importance of cross-layer solutions. The review of different ways
of designing the cross-layer security techniques for WSNs with
their behaviour presented as well. The challenges of IoT enabled
WSNs single layered security solutions presented and then the
various cross-layer solutions reviewed in this paper. The
comparative study of different cross-layer techniques to
demonstrate the layers and their parameters involved to detect of
security threats. The outcome of this review work is the research
challenges noticed from the present cross-layer solutions.
Keywords: Attacks, cross-layer attacks, cross-layer solutions,
layered solutions, Internet of Things, wireless sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
The IoT (Internet of Things) are a spectacled idea and close
to WSN and it considers updating all associations and
contraptions that on a very basic level diminish human
mediation and affirmation progress execution quality human
life [1] [2]. The wearable sensors gathered data from wearable
sensors are made available and open wherever and at the
whenever with the technique of IoT drew in a remote sensor
network. According to GSMA, the extent of average gadgets
related perhaps 15 billion and the number would advancement
to 24 billion during 2015 and 2020, autonomously [1]. A
composed enrolling contraption with web relationship in a
middle also as in the home condition ensures better human
organizations associations to the patients [3]. The effective
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conveyance of gathered data with the base start to finish delay
at the goal is an essential requirement for everyone WSN
applications. As of late, the advances in Nano-innovation
make it mechanically doable and monetarily imperative to
grow low-control battery-worked devices that coordinate
broadly useful registering with different detecting and remote
interchanges capacities. We anticipate that these little gadgets
insinuated as sensor hubs will be mass-made, making age
costs for all intents and purposes immaterial. The standard
target of a WSN is to pass on by and large information from
near to information perceived by individual sensor canter
points over a comprehensive time period. These sensor focus
focuses are little in size and have the capacities to see and
process the information. These distinctive points of
confinement and destruction on variables of the WSNs
address a basic bettering over standard sensors. While various
parts of sensor networks have been below phenomenal
research, a tremendous piece of the endeavours have been
considered on network shows, vitality adequacy, and
disseminated databases. Nonetheless, few outcomes have
been accounted for in the field of verifying WSNs [4]-[6].
Security is indispensable when sensor networks are sent in
touchy applications, for example, war zone, premise security
and observation, and some basic frameworks, for example,
airplane terminals, medical clinics, and so forth [7]. In IoT
enabled applications like healthcare monitoring there is
strong requirement of security methods to protect against the
various security threats in WSNs. Actually, a network ends
up futile without adequate security systems to ensure the
trustworthiness and protection of the data. In spite of the fact
that various applications may need assorted security levels,
there are various security necessities, for example,
accessibility, the validness of cause, authentication of data
(integrity) and confidentiality (privacy) [8]-[10]. In short, for
IoT enabled WSNs the core requirement is security and
privacy. Basically the security threats in IoT enabled
applications are categorized into two categories such as:
(1) General security threats in IoT networks: Such threats are
tantamount to those happening in customary network
frameworks as a result of issues like confidentiality,
integrity, and availability (CIA) and they incorporate DoS
attacks, jamming etc. Be that as it may, attributable to the
gigantic size, complexities and extents of IoT networks
alongside the heterogeneity of the fundamental
correspondence networks and nodes, the dangers present a
lot greater difficulties than
conventional
network
frameworks.
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A. Attacks in WSN
(2) IoT specific security threats: This is huge in view of the
gigantic interconnectivity of various kinds of IoT gadgets
and the heterogeneity of the fundamental networks. These
dangers are explicit to the ways IoT frameworks
associated with our everyday lives. For example, data
gathered while estimating and trading traffic touchy data,
similar to a traffic alarming or accident information over
the IoT interchanges network could be undermined. The
information might be hacked and vindictively transmitted
to maverick IoT nodes because of a network course attack.
As both categories indicates that the heterogeneity among the
communicative devices makes the challenging research
problem to address the security solutions. The current
solutions either based on cryptographic or trust based
methods. The problems of cryptographic techniques are
higher communication overhead and the trust based
methods are not effective for the different layers attackers
[11]. Additionally we imagine that it's anything but a
simple errand to give a proficient and adaptable security
answer for IoT empowered WSNs on account of their
recognized qualities, for example, weakness of channels
because of shared remote medium, helplessness of sensor
hubs in open network plan, nonappearance of the
predefined framework, changing of network topology in
time, unforgiving and unfriendly conditions, asset
confinements of sensor nodes, and thick sending of nodes
over an enormous region [12] [13].
To protect the WSNs from different attacks the layered and
cross-layered solutions presented. The vast security
solutions based layered approach conducted since from
last two decades, but in this paper, we displayed the
difficulties of layered methodology in IoT enabled WSNs.
The layered approach failed to address the challenges of
multi-layered attacks accurately. The parameters of single
layer are not enough to accurately detect and protect the
networks like WSNs. The solutions to challenges of
layered approach discussed in this paper called cross-layer
attack detection techniques. The categories of cross layer
solutions and the recent cross-layer techniques for WSNs
presented. In section 2, the various attacks in WSNs,
layered security solutions to protect such attacks
reviewed, and finally the challenges of such attack
described. In section 3, the protocol stack of cross-layer
interactions presented, the cross-layer attacks discussed,
cross-layer designed requirements and guidelines
presented. In section 4, various cross-layer solutions
reviewed. In section 5, the comparative study of recent
cross layer techniques presented along with research gaps.
In section 6, the conclusion the active attack can be
attested that the attack deduces the exacerbation of the
typical handiness of the network, which means data
interruption, alteration, or and future work depicted.
II. LAYERED SECURITY SOLUTIONS
Before present the review of different layered solutions, we
first present the types of WSN attacks.
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Based on the communication act interruption the attacks in
WSN mainly classified in two types such as active attacks and
passive attacks. The uninvolved attack acquires information
traded in the network without intruding on the
correspondence. Instances of dynamic attacks incorporate
sticking, mimicking, alteration, denial of service (DoS), and
message replay. Instances of passive attacks are listening
stealthily, traffic investigation, and traffic checking. The
figure 1 demonstrates the classification. The attacks can be
additionally ordered by the five layers of the Web model. In
table 1 define of different attacks according to layers in WSN
protocol stacks. A few attacks can be propelled at various
layers. I.e. cross-layer attacks.
Table I: Classification of attacks according to WSN
protocol stack
Internet Layer
Attacks
Physical layer
Eavesdropping,
jamming,
interception
Network layer
Resource consumption, wormhole,
Byzantine, black hole, flooding, area
revelation attacks
Data link layer
Traffic monitoring, traffic analysis,
MAC 802.11 disruption, WEP
weakness
Transport layer
SYN flooding, session hijacking
Application layer
Data corruption, repudiation
Cross-layer
Impersonation,
DoS,
replay,
man-in-the-middle

Fig.1. Types of WSN Attacks
For the layered attacks, there significant solutions
presented since from the last two decades so as to shield the
IoT enabled WSNs from such attacks, however applying such
methods on cross-layer attacks does not work. There other
types of attacks called cryptographic primitive attacks those
are performed on cryptography based communication
protocols. However, in this paper we focused our literature on
layered and cross-layered
attacks and trust based
security solutions.
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As the cryptograph based solutions leads the extra
overhead, we present recent layered solutions in this section
to secure the WSN communications based on trust based
approach.
B. Layered Security Solutions in WSN
Vast number of research works introduced for trust based
layered security solutions for WSNs. Some of the recent
works reported from 2009 onwards are reviewed in this
section.
The some earlier conventional trust evaluation based
methods reported in [14]-[16]. In [16], creator proposed
bunch based trust the board conspire (GTMS) for grouped
remote sensor systems. Creators asserted that such procedures
are adaptable against misdirecting, horrendous lead, and
assembling assaults, under the assumption that the amount of
inadequate affiliations is comparable to, or more than, the
amount of powerful collaborations. Regardless, this may not
for the most part be substantial, as an assaulting hub regularly
tries to avoid recognition anyway much as could be normal.
Also, the time window isn't versatile enough to counter on-off
assaults.
Assorted trust examination depend figuring proposed in
[17] named as Node Behavioral strategies Banding
conviction speculation of the Trust Evaluation computation
(NBBTE). In their blueprint, each middle point from the start
develops the short what's continuously, circuitous trust central
purposes of neighboring concentrations by exhaustively
considering differentiating trust determinant and starting their
forward, the padded set hypothesis is utilized to pick the
steadiness levels of the sensor center core interests. At last,
D–S request hypothesis method is comprehended to get a
made trust a persuading power instead of a fundamental
weighted-normal one. Regardless, it eats up the greater
imperativeness in tremendous frameworks.
One continuous trust establishment plot and lightweight
trust the board access for helpful sensor systems called
Re-Trust was proposed [18]. Using the time-window
framework close by the proposed total developing segment
makes the trust assessment overwhelming inverse to an on-off
assault. Regardless, as traditional trust conviction techniques,
Re-Trust additionally does not think about persistency of bad
conduct.
The trust pantomime to see variety from the standard focus
focuses in WSNs subject to fragile hypothesis and proof
hypothesis proposed in [19]. The cushioned theory is used to
figure the steadiness levels of multi-dimensional properties of
the evaluated focus point and the evidence speculation are
associated with a breaker a shrewd trust an inspiration for the
concentrated centre point. Another spellbinding trust and
reputation model was proposed which is a move to a
bio-actuated trust and notoriety model for remote sensor
systems in [20]. The bio-actuated calculation of an
underground insect settlement framework (ACS) is utilized to
set up trust and conclusion between center points. The ACS
based methodology presumably won't be suitable for
deferment sensitive applications. Besides constrained
resources of WSNs, for instance, vitality, data transfer
capacity, and count for the ACS calculation to be constantly
working on sensors ought to be examined.
Another lightweight and reliable trust model for stuffed
remote sensor framework proposed in [21] where the soft
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degree of closeness is understood to survey the steady idea of
the prescribed trust respect from the outcast center points. In
[22] spread notoriety based structure for sensor frameworks
proposed. It utilizes a guard dog structure to screen
correspondence practices of neighboring centers, addresses
center point notoriety development utilizing Beta dispersing
and figures the trust a rousing power as shown by the precise
need for the likelihood notoriety allotment.
Further remarkable trust the authorities plan for WSNs
showed in [23]. The weighted-trust examination based course
of action to perceive traded off or acted deviously center
points in WSNs by checking their revealed information
proposed in [24]. The dynamic the framework can diminish of
the correspondence up following between sensor centers by
using amassed topology. In [25], showed trust foundation
designs in WSNs can be assigned into the going with
gatherings subject to the trust estimation methodology.
The parameterized and confined trust the board plot for
WSNs in [26], where every sensor center point keeps up
especially occupied parameters rate the enduring nature of its
fascinated neighbors to get fitting cryptographic methods, see
the perilous focus focuses, and proposition the end locally.
Another progressing lightweight and trustworthy trust
framework for gathered WSNs in [27] presented. Given the
convergence out of commitment between focus focuses, it can
shockingly improve structure profitability while diminishing
the effect of toxic focuses. By getting steadfastness made trust
assessing a way of thinking for joint exertion between CHs, it
can plausibly see and avoid toxic, one-sided and broken CHs.
A profitable circumnavigated the trust ideal for WSNs
proposed in [28]. In their ideal, the unwavering quality of a
centre interfaces the brief trust what's dynamically, insidious
trust. Between the estimation of direct trust, correspondence
trust, essentialness trust, and data trust are contemplated.
Right when a subject focus point can't immediate watch object
nodal correspondence practices, the degenerate trust worth is
extended dependent on the recommendation from some
different centers. In [29], a lightweight what's progressively,
amazing trust establishment plan using the greatness of
wickedness proposed. In their arrangement, another trust part,
inconvenience making recurrence is familiar with building up
the adaptability of the trust instrument. The trust-based
intrusion discovery plan using a particularly versatile group
based different leveled trust the officials convention proposed
in [30]. They get legitimacy to gauge social trust and
imperativeness and settlement to assess the possibility of
association trust. In [31], closeness, validity, essentialness,
and unselfishness are considered as four obvious trust parts.
In [32]-[33], some new models are used to survey the
unwavering quality starting late. The physical layer IDS to
give security at the physical layer appeared in [34]. This
strategy just sees the preventing from securing alliance assault
due to a staying assault.
We discussed the different layered approach in this section;
the common problems of such methods are summarized as:
- On-off attacks not effectively detected.
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- The detection accuracy of attacks is another major
challenge of such methods.
- Some methods do take into account persistency of
misbehaviour.
- The swarm intelligent based approach not suitable for
delay-sensitive applications.
- The energy consumption may increase while
computing and evaluating the trust values using
optimization based techniques.
- The most important challenge is that cross-layer
behaviour does not consider which may leads to
incorrect attacks detection probability.
C. Challenges of Layered Approach

worry in arranging a sensor network is essentialness
capability. It is various wellsprings of the intensity
utilization in WSNs, for example, inert tuning in,
retransmissions coming about because of impacts,
restriction packet overhead, immense packet size,
and unnecessarily high communicating force.
Network layer, an effort was made to construct
power awareness routing protocols to improve
significant power savings [35]. Depending on the
specific applications, measures can be taken at the
application layer to reasonably improve power
consumption [36]. In [37], author aims to drastically
reduce the number of potential neighbors of each
node, as an attempt was made for reducing
unnecessarily power consumption of every node
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III. CROSS LAYER SECURITY
This section demonstrates the survey on WSN cross layer
protocol stack and the attacks in cross-layer domain at first.
Then the convention cross-layer security solutions followed
by guidelines of designing the cross-layer security techniques
for WSNs.
A. Cross-Layer Attacks
The protocol stack utilized by the sink and each sensor
centre points is a reduced OSI model which combines power
and routing awareness. Figure 2, demonstrate that it
comprises of; physical layer, medium access control layer,
steering layer and application layer. The physical layer tends
to the necessities of straightforward yet powerful tweak,
transmission, and getting methods. The MAC layer is in
charge of guaranteeing dependable correspondence through
blunder control procedures and oversee channel access to
limit impact with neighbours communicates. The directing
layer deals with steering the information and relying upon the
detecting assignments, diverse kinds of utilization
programming can be fabricated and utilized on the application
layer. Figure 2 shows that how the cross-layer interaction
performed in WSN communications.

CROSS LAYER
INTERACTION

The challenges of layered approach broadly classified into
three categories those are described below:
1. Redundant Security Provisioning: It is basic of the best
critical security points of interest in every centre may
incite usage of system assets and may totally diminish the
life expectancy of the system. The unconsidered structure
of security provisioning May establishment organize
assets and as such inadvertently dispatch security
organization DoS (SSDoS) assault. Unimaginably, there
might be two or three convention layers inside the system
convention stack which are fit for giving security
relationship to a similar assault. Along these lines, when
the main data experience the convention stack starting
from the hugest layer, they will be managed
layer-by-layer. To this end, some piece of the information
packs may experience the security-key endeavours of
various layers and result in wealth security equipment.
2. Inflexible Security Services: A countermeasure makes in a
few convention layer is clearly not going to warrant
security provisioning dependably. For instance, the
association layer security plot typically addresses
characterization (data insurance) provisioning, check, and
data freshness. Nevertheless, an unstable physical layer
may in every practical sense cause the entire system to
remain dubious. Thusly, it is definitely not hard to
comprehend that cross-layer strategy can achieve the best
execution. Furthermore, an extra security limit can be
practiced by methods for self-flexible security
organizations, since they are versatile in dealing with the
dynamic system topology in like manner as different sorts
of assaults. Energy Inefficiency: The fundamental

within the network. It is concluded that the issue of
power efficiency design cannot be considered
completely at any single layer in the networking
stack.

Protocol Stack
Application
Presentation
Session
Transport
Routing
MAC
PHY

Fig.2. Demonstration of cross-layer interaction in WSN
protocol stack
In IoT enabled WSNs, some attacks are launched across the
different layers rather than on any single layer such attacks
detection is very difficult tasks using the single layer
approach. The commonly noticed cross-layer attacks are DoS,
impersonation, and Man-in-the-middle attack.
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1. Denial of service: This kind of assault propelled from the
different layers of WSN convention stack. An aggressor
can use sign staying at the physical layer, which upsets
affirmed trades. At the association layer, dangerous centre
can circuit channels through the catch sway, which
attempts the parallel exponential game-plan in MAC
conventions and keeps diverse focus indicates from
channel. At the system layer, the masterminding
methodology can be frustrated through controlling control
group turn, express dropping, table flood, or harming. At
the vehicle and application layers, SYN flooding, session
seizing, and risky undertakings can beginning DoS
assaults.
2. Impersonation Attacks: Pantomime assaults are actuated by
utilizing other centre’s character, for instance, Macintosh
or IP address. Emulate assaults at times are the hidden
development for assaults and are used to dispatch further
consistently pushed assaults.
3. Man-in-the-Middle assaults: An assailant sits between the
sender and the recipient and sniffs any information being
sent between two terminations. Some of the time, the
assailant may mirror the sender to visit the recipient to
reply to the sender.
B. Cross-layer Security Directions
In WSNs, each convention layer conspicuously revolved
around different perspectives for the security
provisioning. The physical layer gives information
assurance using an encoding. The application layer
revolves around key organization instrument and
rekeying, which in this manner supports encryption and
interpreting of the lower layers. When considering the
security contention of sensor systems, need to aware of the
characteristics of each layer. Cross-layer clarified using
the model in [38]. If the goal is to give vitality fit security
hardware, the coordination of the going with strategies
may apply:
1. At the physical layer, transmission power can be ordinarily
tuned by the check quality, which supports massiveness
use and attempts to square assaults.
2. At MAC layer, the proportion of retransmissions parcel
diminished, which along these lines control exhaustion
assault and extras vitality too.
3. At the network layer, multi-way steering adjustment may
sidestep routing dark gap and eases the energy utilization
because of clog.
But designing the effective and efficient cross-layer technique
is main research challenge. The cross-layer security
solutions design mainly designed based on the type of
requirements such as:
 Heterogeneous Requirements and Service Type: In IoT
enabled networks, various sorts of sensors utilized and
actualize different simultaneous applications. Distinctive
application situations will have various security
necessities. Every individual assignment may have diverse
security worries inside the application itself. The
classification of the kinds of information moved into the
sensor
networks,
recognized
the
conceivable
correspondence security dangers as indicated by that
request and introduced multi-layered security engineering,
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along these lines accomplishing proficient asset the
executives in [39]. A connection layer Secure Sense was
exhibited in [40] so as to give energy-proficient secure
correspondence in WSNs. But such methods not
considered the manner in which that change of these
associations or necessities may additionally be reflected at
various protocol layers. The security overhead and
centrality use included by security instrument must stand
out from the affectability of the encoded data.
Intrusion Detection Requirements: The methods
designed for the intrusion detection concentrated on MAC
and directing protocols predominantly. The safe protocols
or interruption detection plans are typically exhibited for a
solitary protocol layer. But as discussed earlier in this
paper, security concerns may make in all protocol layers.
The cross-layer relies upon disclosure structure that joins
various plans in various protocol layers. Thus there is need
to design the cross-layer security solutions for the
intrusion detection needs in IoT enabled WSNs.
Secure and Energy Efficiency: For the networks like
WSNs energy is most critical factor, thus while designing
the cross-layer security solutions, the energy efficiency is
another requirements to consider. The cross-layer security
designs required to accomplish the exchange off between
energy
utilization,
network
execution
and
unpredictability, and expand the life span of the whole
network.
Key Management Techniques: Consider a challenge of
resource constrains of sensor nodes, it is strongly
recommended to spare extra room, diminishing the
computational needs and decreasing correspondence
overheads for key administration structure. Versatile key
administration plan must be formulated to consider data,
for example, security level, blockage, area, and the rest of
the energy. Thus the cross-layer design should consider
the efficient key management.
Selfish Nodes Detection: Designing cross-layer security
solution for the detection of selfish node is common
requirements for WSNs. One of the regular issues in
WSNs is that in the event that one node purposefully quits
sending packets to its acquaintance that bit of the network
will, in the long run, become out of administration. The
approaches of selfish attack detection mainly rely upon the
cross-layer system as the narrow-minded conduct can turn
out from any protocol layer, particularly, MAC and
steering protocols. In this manner, the necessary to
structure efficient cross-layer security protocol for the
detection of selfish nodes.

C. Cross-layer Design Guidelines
As discussed the layered approaches have the problems
like inflexible security, redundant security, energy
inefficiency etc. thus nowadays there is strong requirement of
designing the cross-layer security solutions. The cross-layer
security solution may consider its application for the intrusion
detection, key management, energy efficiency, trust
framework etc. While designing the cross-layer security
method, the key guidelines
should consider for robust
approach such as:
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1. Component based security: Safety efforts must be
given to every one of the segments of a protocol
stack similarly with regards to the entire network.
2. Efficient Design: Efficiency (robustness, simple,
flexible and scalable) should be considered. Security
instruments should build a dependable framework
out of deceitful parts and have the ability to
recognize and work when the need arises. This ought
to likewise bolster versatility.
Adaptive Technique: The WSN ought to adjust them as
indicated by the outside condition. The thought of versatile
security is additionally ordered into the accompanying
subcategories: Basic application based and Data based.
IV. CROSS LAYER SECURITY METHODS
This area exhibits the review of various cross-layer based
methods designed for the WSN security during last decade.
The more emphasis is on discussing the recent literature in
domain of cross-layer security methods.
The earlier works on design of cross-layer security
solutions were presented in [41]-[44]. In [41], author contend
that a foe can together utilize impact on connection layer,
parcel dropping and disarray on the network layer to
performance out a Denial of Service (DoS) attack.
In [42], the problem of cross-layer jamming considered in a
game-theoretic framework. Observing that a jammer may
select from a set of weaknesses in different “communication
mechanisms to attack, the authors propose the scheme of
SRPEAD, allowing the defender to perform mechanism
hopping to avoid the attack.
In [43] the creators disclosing the assault against MANET
seeing. The aggressor can parody MAC layer ACK edges to
lessen the notoriety of express centres around the MANET
checking gadget. Thusly, the assailant can control the
arranging in the system, which relies on the reputation of the
centre points.
Prior in [44], the creators presented the recognizable
highlights cross-layer fused structure for security for WSNs,
with the guide of an extra part called savvy security specialist
(ISA).This danger of evaluating the degree of security and
cross-layer trades.
In [45], the ongoing methodology for WSN security
dependent on the cross-layer configuration proposed. They
proposed this methodology in two stages for the discovery
sinkhole assaults. In the chief stage, assaults are seen by
relating the cross-layer highlights. During the accompanying
stage, if the assaults are distinguished, the adaptable master
based technique is associated with turn away the assault.
In [46], GSM systems contemplated where the control
messages are fixed on exhausting the information
accommodating for moving different assaults, for instance,
staying and Base Transceiver Station (BTS) cloning.
In [47], another ongoing procedure that presents
cross-layer IDS framework for WSNs. They configured the
cross-layer technique to recognize the assaults beginning
from different layers in WSNS. The strategy dismembered a
couple of identification rules for Physical, MAC, Network,
and Application layer assaults. The execution is done using
the standards recognized from the IDS techniques open for
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WSN.
In [48], creator planned the cross-layer approach for the
affirmation of Sinkhole assault and avoidance by utilizing an
immaterial virtuoso and perceiving how ideal the presentation
from the standard systems.
In [49], creators expounded the some system assault that is
settled or recognizes through interruption discovery structure
by manhandling the development or information available
across over various layers of the convention stack in order to
develop the precision of territory.
In [50], the novel cross-layer the structure proposed to
build up the vitality capability f WSNs as opposed to organize
security. They structured cross-layer framework reliant on the
joint system and physical layers by containing close nothing
and enormous scale obscuring. They improved AODV
convention at the course presentation part and the information
transmission by considering both SNR and remaining vitality
limits and a power modify calculation.
In [51], creator presented improvement of cross-layer
structure for security in remote system entitled as Cellular
Cross-layer Intrusion Detection and Response (CXIDR) by
utilizing nectar pot approach in later past.
In [52], cross-layer plan ideal plan for reducing delay and
maximizing lifetime (RDML) plot proposed for IWSNs
which is from a few layers. E.g. The duty cycle, transmitted
power, lifetime and centre sending positions to impel the
network execution of postponement, and so forth.
In [53], the cross-layer security techniques using the
physical layer, data link layer and network layer proposed.
They designed an energy-productive and secure Macintosh
protocol giving secure verification, information protection,
and trustworthiness in a versatile WSN. Likewise, the
interruption detection framework proposed to shield the
physical layer from malware and contaminations that
undercut it.
In [54], novel cross-layer secure routing protocol
proposed. It utilizes a conveyed cluster-based security
instrument. In the cross-layer organize; parameters are
exchanged between different layers to ensure productive
utilization of energy.
In [55], the author proposed the cross-layer solution for
attack detection in MANET and WSN. They designed
two-level location contrives for recognizing noxious hubs in
MANETs. The chief level passes on submitted sniffers
working in unbridled mode. All sniffers utilize a decision
tree-based classifier that produces amounts called as correctly
classified instances (CCIs) all revealing time. In the
subsequent level, the CCIs are sent to an algorithmically run
super node that ascertains amounts called as accumulated
measure of fluctuation (AMoF) of the got CCIs for every hub
under test (NUT).
In [56], a novel structure to deal with cross-layer security
attacks in remote networks proposed called as Configuration.
The Arrangement dependent on Bayesian learning what's
more, made up with acknowledgment and a relief part. On one
hand, the attack identification segment builds up a model of
watched proof to see the stealthy attack works out.
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The easing part utilizes advancement hypothesis to
accomplish the ideal exchange off among security and
execution.
In [57], the model based on cross-layer approach proposed
to detect the sink whole attack in WSNs. The detection and
prevention algorithms designed by author.
In [58], the maker overlooked the strong usage of the
cross-layer approach with an area based game plan, looking at
position meta-programming strategy to change and join focal
structure squares. An occasion driven structure that
utilizations zero-duplicate supports and metadata used to
oversee crosscutting concerns.
In [59], application for cross-layer show technique
planning of Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(ECDSA) has been proposed. It changes the show plan of
WBAN (IEEE 802.15.6), WMAN (IEEE 802.16), and 3G,
WLAN (IEEE 802.11) or wired frameworks. The lightweight
secure structure gives secure data transmission. This structure
access control partitions by utilizing ECDA-based
go-between etching estimation.
In [60], the maker proposed the chief properly arranged
trust based cross-layer strike area structure for WSNs. They
arranged show layer trust-based interference disclosure plot
for remote sensor frameworks. Maker basically thought to be
three bits of relentless quality, explicitly physical layer trust,
media access control layer trust and framework layer trust.
The per-layer trust estimations are then connected with select
the general trust metric of a sensor focus point.
In [61], another cross-layer trust based attack area
approach proposed starting late. This strategy resembles the
procedure arranged in [60]. The show layer trust-based
intrusion acknowledgment structure (LB-IDS) is proposed to
admit the WSN by watching the aggressors at different layers.
The trust estimation of a sensor focus is made plans to utilize
the deviation of trust evaluations at all layer concerning the
ambushes they considered the reliability in the three layers,
for instance, physical layer trust, media access control (MAC)
layer trust, and framework layer trust. The particular layer is
the trust of a sensor focus is directed by taking key trust
estimations of that layer. Finally, the general trust estimation
of the sensor focus point is examined by going with the
individual trust estimations of all layers. By realize the trust
edge; a sensor focus point is viewed as trusted or harmful.

[53]

2017

Security

Mobil
e
WSN

[54]

2013

Security
and
energy
harvesting

WSN

[55]

2018

Intrusion
detection
system

WSN
and
MAN
ET

[56]

2018

Security

Wirel
ess
netwo
rks

[57]

2017

Security

WSN

[60]

2017

Security

WSN

[61]

2019

Security

WSN

V. RESEARCH GAP FINDINGS
Based above study, we describe some of the research
challenges by considering the requirement of designing the
cross-layer technique for IoT enabled WSNs in this section.
Before discussing the research gaps, the comparative analysis
of the reviewed techniques presented in table 2 below.
Table II: Comparative analysis
Ref.
No

Year

[52]

2018

Significance of
cross-layer
approach
Reducing delay
and
energy
consumption

Netw
ork

Layers
used

Parame
ters

WSN

Network,
MAC, and
physical

Transmi
tted
power,
duty
cycle,
node
deploy
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Physical,
data link,
and
network
layer
Physical
and
Network
Layer
Network,
MAC, and
Physical
layer

Application
, transport,
network,
data link,
and
physical
layer
Network
and MAC
layer
Physical,
MAC, and
Network
Layer

Physical,
MAC, and
Network
Layer

ment
position
s.
N/A

Energy
and
routing
Packets
collectio
n and
auditing
from
MAC
and
network
layer
Signal-t
o-interfe
rence-pl
us-noise
ratio
(SINR)
Link
quality
Energy
consum
ption
rate, idle
time,
number
of
re-trans
mission
s, route
metric
and
packet
forwardi
ng
probabil
ity.
Energy,
no
of
message
s
got
back off
time, no
of
fruitful
transmis
sions,
number
of hops.

From above study, we noticed below research gaps in
present cross-layer techniques:
We noticed the research findings from recent cross-layer
trust based methods such as:
- The parameter selection and its computation is
complex task in recent method which leads to extra
overhead and energy consumption.
- The node monitoring process reported increases the
communication overhead.
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- The clustering approach used in recent cross layer security
method is conventional which considered only energy
parameter for the CH selection which may leads the
energy imbalance problem in network.
- The network layer traffic estimation at particular node is
missing for the detection of attacks which is vital
parameter that causes the packet losses at network layer.
- The cryptography based cross-layer approach leads to
more energy consumption and communication overhead.
Finally, a secured cross layer protocol which enhances the
security of communication in Internet of things is required for
both authentication as well as authorization.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Security is most important in IoT enabled applications like
healthcare applications in which the sensors devices are used
to captures the patient’s medical data and sends it towards
base station or actuators in unsecured environment. Thus the
security and privacy to protect the personal information in
healthcare application is more challenging than other
networks as the sensor devices are constraint to limited
processing capability and battery. The conventional layer
approaches are failed to address the attacks detection
effectively in IoT enabled WSNs. As layered approach for
communication has limitations in terms of heterogeneity of
IOT devices, lack of synchronization and optimization, Cross
layered communication is preferred. This paper presents the
study over the both layered and cross-layered security
solutions and their challenges. We discussed the limitations of
layered methods and justified the importance of cross-layered
solutions to solve those problems. The research gaps for
current cross-layer solutions discussed at last.
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